ABSTRACT. Two genes can be co-regulated and possibly have the similar function if they are similarly expressed, which provides a theoretical basis for construction of gene regulatory networks using gene expression data. Herein, a new method of gene regulatory network was constructed based on biclusters in this paper. Given a bicluster, this paper analyzes the correlation between genes in the clusters and then constructs the gene regulatory network by selecting genes with a correlation coefficient.
INTRODUCTION
With the completion of genome sequencing, microarray technology development, and the emergence of grid computing, the large-scale study of gene expression regulation using computational methods has exploded, with many researchers attempting to draw the regulatory network that controls whole organism gene expression (Friedman, 2004; Hecker et al., 2009; Petricka and Benfey, 2011; Godsey, 2013) . The expression regulatory network is a process of how a group of regulatory factors modulates gene expression (Wyrick and Young, 2002) . The major elements involved in gene expression regulatory networks include cDNA, mRNA, proteins, and small molecules. The regulatory network can be represented by a directed graphical structure as shown in Figure 1 , in which the nodes represent the control element and edges represent the regulatory role. Lee et al. (2002) concluded the six types of the gene regulatory networks shown in Figure 2 . When two different genes are similar to each other, they will often be co-regulated, possess similar function, and have the same levels of expression (D'haeseleer et al., 2000; Shmulevich et al., 2002) . This observation provides a theoretical basis for using gene expression data to construct gene regulatory networks (Lei et al., 2004) . Gene expression data obtained from high-density chips and mass spectrometry experiments can be used to study the function of genes, analyze relationships of mutual coordination and constraint between genes, and study gene transcriptional regulatory networks. When a gene is transcribed, a group of transcription factors binds to an initiation site on the gene and regulates the transcription process, and these transcription factors are also the products of other genes. When a set of transcription factors for one gene also bind an initiation region of another gene, the other gene can also be translated. Once enough of the protein product, for example, an enzyme, accumulates, there may be a feedback loop that will close the initiation region of another gene. When a gene that is transcribed and translated forms a functional gene product, it will directly or indirectly affect the expression levels of itself and of other genes. The expression levels of genes continuously change, creating a fluid expression environment for other genes. In summary, the gene expression activities constitute a biological information system of complex and continuously changing gene networks at the molecular level.
Currently, the primary methods for constructing gene regulatory networks can be divided into two categories: the model based on gene sequences and the model based on expression data. Models and algorithms based on gene sequence analysis include methods such as AlignACE (Hughes, 2002) . The models based on expression data includes the following (Yi et al., 2003; Lei et al., 2004) : weight matrices (Spears, 1996; Weaver et al., 1999; Butte and Kohane, 2000) , Boolean algebra models (D'haeseleer et al., 2000; Simon et al., 2001; Shmulevich et al., 2002) , Bayesian network models (Xu et al., 2003; Bickel, 2005) , correlation coefficient models (McAdams and Arkin, 1997), and linear combination and differential equation models (Butte and Kohane, 2000) .
For gene expression matrices of a time series, numerous methods have been presented that utilize biclustering technology, which selects for similar genes under limited conditions (An et al., 2012; Liu, 2013; Das and Borah, 2014) . This method can produce biclusters that show similar expression profiles. In this paper, a new method to construct gene regulatory networks that focus on a selected gene in the biclusters is presented.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
Three steps were used to construct gene regulatory networks: 1) consecutive sequence clustering analysis of gene expression data; 2) correlation analysis between genes in a class; and 3) selection of genes with significant correlation coefficients to construct regulatory networks.
The biclusters used in this work have previously been described in literature (Liu F, 2013) . In the study, the given gene expression matrix X (G, C), a multiple asynchronous consecutive sequence biclustering class B (I, J) can be found using biclustering analysis of gene expression data.
Next, the correction coefficient method was used to initially filter gene I and its expression value into cluster B (I, J). The main idea was to find interrelated pairwise genes based on their expression values such as genes with similar functions or inhibitory functions.
In this study, the Pearson correlation coefficient was used to quantify the global correlation between two gene expression values. Given two genes X and Y, and the expression values with n conditions represented as X = (x 1 , x 2 , …, x n ) and Y = (y 1 , y 2 , …, y n ), respectively, then Pearson correlation coefficients of gene X and gene Y can be expressed by following equation: (2001) proposed the concept of local correlation of time delay, defined as the time difference that exists in a correlation between genes. Building on the asynchronous consecutive sequence clustering characteristics, this study used the maximum similarity of an asynchronous consecutive sequence to measure the possible existence of local correlations in time delay between two genes. This method is called a local maximum similarity measure.
Assuming that expression values of two genes X and Y are X = (x 1 , x 2 , …, x n ) and Y = (y 1 , y 2 ,…, y n ), the expression correlation of q consecutive time points started from t 1 and t 2 was defined as follows:
The local maximum similarity of X and Y can be expressed by the maximum similarity of expression values with q consecutive expression events starting at different time points. Thus, local similarity of X and Y can be defined as follows:
Here, Xt l and Yt 2 represent the expression values of q consecutive expression starting from the time points t 1 and t 2 of X and Y.
Lastly, genes with significant correlation coefficients were selected to construct regulatory networks.
Some genes were positively correlated while others were negatively correlated, which consequently may have mutual regulatory mechanisms. It was assumed that those genes that did not exhibit a strong correlation have no mutual regulation. Sushmita et al. (2009) a gene selection method based on a given threshold cutoff. Simply stated, given a threshold value ä, if the absolute value of the correlation coefficient between the genes is greater than ä, then a correlation between the genes exists.
Similarly, Equation 3 was applied to construct a correlation matrix A, in which each element a ij of matrix A represented the local maximum similarity. Once the correlation matrix was constructed, k number of largest absolute element values were be selected from matrix A as strong interrelation elements. If the selected element is greater than 0, a positive correlation existed between the two corresponding genes, denoted by 1. If the chosen element was less than 0, a negative correlation between the corresponding two genes was observed, denoted by -1. Otherwise, no relationship between the corresponding two genes was found, denoted by 0. Therefore, this gene interrelationship matrix can be converted into an adjacency matrix C as follows: A gene effect network can be constructed using a gene adjacency matrix C. If c ij = 1, then a positive correlation between gene i and gene j exists, and there will be a real edge between node i and node j in the effect network. If c ij = -1, then a negative correlation between gene i and gene j exists, and there will be a virtue edge between node i and node j in the effect network. If c ij = 0, no correlation exists between gene i and gene j, hence there cannot be an edge between node i and node j on the effect network. Liu (2013) proposed a method to bicluster gene expression data. A gene network was constructed from Liu's biclustering results using the above methods. Figure 3 shows the gene network constructed from the first and 29th output biclusters when q = 20 (Liu, 2013) . In the regulatory network, the solid line represents the positive correlation between the genes, indicating that there may exist mutual regulations between these two genes where the expression of one gene would promote the expression of other genes. The dash line represents a negative correlation between the genes, indicating that the expression of a gene can inhibit the expression of other genes. 
RESULTS

DISCUSSION
This study briefly described the traditional method of constructing gene regulatory networks, and then preliminarily explored a new approach -the construction of gene regulatory networks based on biclustering results. Based on correlation analysis of biclustering gene expression data, three steps were used to construct a gene regulatory network: 1) Biclustering analysis of gene expression data, 2) correlation analysis between the candidate genes, and 3) construction of gene regulatory networks by correlation analysis. According to the local similarity of gene expression data, this study proposed a new approach for measuring expression similarity relation between genes. Finally, this study used previous biclustering results to construct two gene regulatory network diagrams employing the new method.
